How should hospitals make ethical triage decisions for pediatric patients during COVID-19?

Social distancing and isolation measures are proving successful in flattening the curve of the COVID-19 pandemic and have spared Yale-New Haven Hospital from implementing triage protocols designed to ration mechanical ventilators in the case of shortages. Our hospital remains ready, however, to respond in the event of future shortages. How should hospitals make triage decisions? Here are a few considerations.

**What factors should go into assigning scores?** To ensure fairness, scores should begin with standardized, objective measures of organ function to determine the survival prognosis of each patient. It is appropriate to include some subjective measures, such as clinical impression or treatment trajectory, in fine adjustments to the final score, in order to give a fuller clinical picture of the patient. But just as significant as the list of factors that go into determining the triage score is the list of factors that are completely irrelevant to it. Race and ethnicity, gender and gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, legal status, wealth or “VIP” status, and disabilities that do not affect survival should play no part in triage protocols at any hospital. It would be morally impermissible to base treatment decisions on factors like these.

**What to do in the case of a tie?** While age is sometimes used to break ties between adult patients, for pediatric patients a lottery is usually the fairest way to break a tie.

**Who should make scoring and treatment decisions?** Ideally, an independent triage committee should carry the burden of scoring so that bedside teams can focus on advocating for their patients without competing concerns about the allocation of resources in the system. Decisions about who to treat first during situations of scarcity are perhaps the most ethically and emotionally fraught decisions for healthcare workers. The goal of triage protocols is to guide these decisions in a way that is fair—to allocate care first to the patients who are most likely to benefit so that the limited resources may be used to their maximum helping potential.
CASE FILES

May the care team override parental refusal of palliative pain medication for a child who is suffering?

This is the inaugural edition of Case Files. Each quarterly newsletter will feature a YNHH case that presented an ethical difficulty to the pediatric care team, patient, or family and prompted an ethics consult with the Pediatric Ethics Committee. NOTE: These are based on real cases and details have been altered to protect patient privacy.

THE CASE

The patient is a 14-year-old female who is terminally ill from a brain tumor, blind and non-communicative. She has failed all attempted therapies and has a prognosis of days to weeks. In the hospital, the care team believes she is in severe pain on the basis both of visible signs, such as sporadic grimaces and yells, and of accompanying elevations in heart rate and blood pressure. They would like to increase her pain control through the use of opiates to alleviate her suffering, but her parents have resisted due to worries that the opiates will depress her daughter’s breathing and make her sleepy. The care team unanimously believes that failing to treat the patient’s pain medically would mean allowing her to experience significant and avoidable suffering and would be morally wrong. An ethics consult was requested by the care team to determine whether they may use opiates to treat the patient’s pain over the objections of her parents.

DISCUSSION

From a legal and ethical perspective, parents or legal guardians hold authority in making healthcare decisions on behalf of their children. Parental authority, however, is not absolute and may be overruled in rare circumstances. The standard traditionally employed in determining the threshold for overruling parental decisions is the best interests standard. This approach demands that surrogate decision-makers must act according to the patient’s own wishes or, if the patient cannot communicate those wishes, what they believe to be in the best interests of the patient. For children, who may never have been capable of communicating mature wishes, the best interests standard may be a helpful guide for the decisions of parents and care teams.

One difficulty in relying on this standard is that differences in values, beliefs, and experiences may lead to disagreement over defining benefits and harms as well as their relative importance and determining which outcomes are most desirable. In the case of this patient, both the care team and the parents sought to act in the best interests of the child: the parents by helping her to remain as alert as possible, and the care team by seeking to alleviate her significant suffering.

More recently, the ethical literature has shifted from discussions of best interests to discussions of harm. The harm principle, as it has come to be known, dictates that parental decision-making may be overruled if it poses harm above a certain threshold to the child. Though there may still be some debate about what constitutes harm, it is often a more fruitful debate that illuminates common ground. With regard to pain management in particular, physicians have a duty to alleviate pain and suffering to the best of their abilities, especially amongst vulnerable patients. Critically ill children and patients who cannot advocate for themselves depend on the care of those trained to treat their symptoms at the end of life.

During the ethics consult, the parents, who loved their daughter, expressed at the outset their continued hope for a miraculous recovery. They also communicated a fear of opiates that is not uncommon among patients and families: the fear that opiates will dangerously depress respiratory function and hasten death. In the course of

(Continued on next page: CASE FILES: Palliative)
multiple conversations, the care team was able to communicate that more conservative pain management techniques were not proving effective and not fulfilling the patient’s right to relief from suffering. They noted that the feared effects of opiates only occur at very high doses, and that opiates have in fact proven to ease patient respiratory function at the end of life by mitigating air hunger. They also articulated all of the indications they observed of the patient’s pain, such as her elevated blood pressure and heart rate, that the parents had previously not appreciated in their own assessment of how much pain their daughter was experiencing. Finally, the team offered difficult but necessary clarification about the patient’s inevitable death and the importance of reframing hope and redefining the goals of care in the context of her final days.

CASE RESOLUTION

The ethics committee determined that it was unethical for the parents to reject treatment for severe pain in a terminally ill child. The patient’s pain was causing significant harm and the committee advised that it was ethically permissible for the care team to administer the medications they deemed would make her as comfortable as possible to ease her last moments, even over the objections of her parents. The parents ultimately understood that their daughter was suffering and agreed to medical pain management. They remained by the patient’s side in the hospital during her final days, and she died peacefully two weeks later.
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ABOUT THE PEDIATRIC ETHIC COMMITTEE

Chaired by David Hersh, MD, PHD, the PEC serves in an advisory capacity only: it does not have the authority to determine patient care but can assist in cases of ethical conflict by offering clear recommendations and ethical guidance. Some situations in which the PEC can be helpful:
* Facilitating conversation between patients, parents, and care team members in cases of disagreement about treatment
* Elucidating the significance of personal values, including religious beliefs and cultural traditions, in healthcare decision-making
* Clarifying and articulating goals of care in complex cases
* Supporting patients and parents in end-of-life discussions
* Addressing questions about decision-making capacity and adolescent autonomy
* Addressing concerns about moral distress among care team members
* Responding to ethics worries early to help them from becoming more difficult ethical dilemmas
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CONTACT US

The Pediatric Ethics Committee (PEC) is a multidisciplinary group composed of physicians, nurses, APPs, clergy, social workers, child life specialists, and members of the community. Its mission is to provide ethics consultations in difficult cases in order to assist in patient care, to educate the YNHH community about medical ethics in the care of pediatric patients, and to inform hospital policies that affect patient care.

Anyone, including hospital staff, patients, families, and friends, is welcome to contact the Pediatric Ethics Committee: 203.747-9144.